Face image inpainting technology is an important research direction in image restoration. When the current image restoration methods repair the damaged areas of face images with weak texture, there are problems such as low accuracy of face image decomposition, unreasonable restoration structure, and degradation of image quality after inpainting. Therefore, this paper proposes an adaptive face image inpainting algorithm based on feature symmetry. Firstly, we locate the feature points of the face, and segment the face into four feature parts based on the feature point distribution to define the feature search range. Then, we construct a new mathematical model, introduce feature symmetry to improve priority calculation, and increase the reliability of priority calculation. After that, in the process of searching for matching blocks, we accurately locate similar feature blocks according to the relative position and symmetry criteria of the target block and various feature parts of the face. Finally, we introduced the HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) color space to determine the best matching block according to the chroma and brightness of the sample, reduce the repair error, and complete the face image inpainting. During the experiment, we firstly performed visual evaluation and texture analysis on the inpainting face image, and the results show that the face image inpainting by our algorithm maintained the consistency of the face structure, and the visual observation was closer to the real face features. Then, we used the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) as objective evaluation indicators; among the five sample face images inpainting results given in this paper, our method was better than the reference methods, and the average PSNR value improved from 2.881-5.776 dB using our method when inpainting 100 face images. Additionally, we used the time required for inpainting the unit pixel to evaluate the inpainting efficiency, and it was improved by 12%-49% with our method when inpainting 100 face images. Finally, by comparing the face image inpainting experiments with the generative adversary network (GAN) algorithm, we discuss some of the problems with the method in this paper based on graphics in repairing face images with large areas of missing features.
Introduction
Digital face images have a wide range of applications in the fields of face recognition [1], facial performance capture [2] , facial three-dimensional (3D) animation modeling [3] , and face fusion [4] , and they are the focus of current academic research with broad application prospects. However, due to human interference, shooting equipment failure, and encoding and decoding during transmission, the original digital image is significantly defective [5] , which will cause the loss of facial image feature information and seriously affect the accuracy of face recognition. Therefore, repairing defective digital face maps is a necessary technical means.
Image inpainting was originally a traditional graphics problem, mainly based on mathematical and physical methods, using the existing information in the image to restore the defective part of the image. For the defective area in the image, starting from the edge of the target area, using the structure of the non-target area and texture information, the unknown area is predicted and patched according to the matching criteria, so that the filled image is visually reasonable and real [6] . According to different principles, digital image inpainting algorithms can be divided into two categories: structural propagation methods based on partial differential equations (PDEs) [7] and texture synthesis methods based on sample block [8] .
Image inpainting is also an important research content in the field of computer vision. Particularly with the development of deep learning, image repair based on deep learning received more and more attention. Image repair methods based on deep learning can be divided into image repair methods based on convolutional self-coding [9] , generative adversary network (GAN)-based repair methods [10] , and recurrent neural network (RNN)-based repair methods [11] .
In this paper, when researching the Criminisi-related algorithms for face image inpainting, it was found that the algorithm's priority calculation is insufficient. As the time in the repair process increases, the confidence value decreases rapidly and approaches zero, which directly affects the face image repair effect. This paper studies the symmetry of face features and proposes an adaptive face image repair algorithm.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Firstly, the position of the facial feature information points is determined in the face image, and the face is divided into a circular domain of four characteristic parts according to the distribution of the feature points to define the feature search range. • Then, by introducing feature symmetry, the priority calculation is improved and the reliability of priority calculation is increased.
•
After that, the search area of the matching block is determined according to the relative position of the repair area and each feature part. • Finally, the HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) color space is introduced, and the best matching block is searched according to the chroma and brightness of the sample to reduce the inpainting error and complete the face inpainting image of the facial structure features.
Related Work
In this section, we discuss in detail the relevant theories and methods of image inpainting, including image inpainting based on graphics and image inpainting based on deep learning. We focused on the principles and related improvements of the Criminisi algorithm to provide a prerequisite for our algorithm.
Image Inpainting Based on Graphics
In the image inpainting methods based on graphics, the PDE-based structure propagation method combines smooth prior knowledge to transfer the structural information from the outside to the inside of the target area to complete the image inpainting [12] . There are two classic methods: a method based on total variation (TV) [13] and a method based on curvature-driven diffusion (CDD) [14] . The PDE-based method targets small areas of unstructured defect areas (such as scratches) and has a good inpainting effect, but it is not suitable for large missing images that contain complex structural information [15] . The principle of the sample block-based texture synthesis image repair method constructs the repair priority from the information of the non-target region, and searches for the best matching block for the highest priority block to fill the target region to complete the image repair [16] . This type of method was originally proposed by Criminisi et al. [17] in 2003. This is used to remove the Symmetry 2020, 12, 190 3 of 19 large objects in the image as the target, while the texture information of the non-target area is used to synthesize the unobstructed original background in the image.
Image Inpainting Based on Deep Learning
In the image inpainting methods based on deep learning, originally Pathak et al. [9] proposed a context encoder, which includes an encoder to capture images with missing parts and generate potential feature representations, and a decoder which uses the latent feature representations to generate missing part images, using Euclidean distance and adversarial loss function. This work is one of the earliest works of using deep neural networks for image repair. It can obtain structural features and semantic information of images, and can produce reasonable details, but the generated texture details are not fine enough, have obvious boundaries, and cannot be used for high-resolution images. Since then, many researchers improved it. Yang et al. [18] added a texture constraint while retaining the context encoder. In order to be able to process high-resolution images, they proposed a multi-scale neural patch synthesis. This method can produce more realistic and reasonable results for the structure and texture details, but the calculation cost is high, and the time taken to repair the image is long. Li et al. [19] added a global confrontation loss to the context encoder, which improved the generated image quality. Iizuka et al. [20] also improved the context encoder, adding a global discriminator and a local discriminator to ensure global consistency and local consistency, respectively. Yu et al. [21] divided the repair process into two encoding and decoding processes, one for the rough network and one for the fine network, training through global and local adversarial losses.
With the introduction of GAN, image inpainting using GAN also became a direction for researchers to explore. Yeh et al. [10] used the trained GAN model to generate an image closest to the original image without missing parts, and used the GAN loss function for the part of the training discriminator used as a prior loss to ensure the authenticity of the image. Elad et al. [22] used a pre-trained classification network to classify the repaired area and the entire image after repairing, in order to achieve the training and verification of the network. It was shown that using this type of global semantic loss function can effectively improve the details of image restoration. Altinel et al. [23] used the structural entropy of the image as a loss function to train the network, and the results showed that the method can guarantee the structural consistency of the repaired image.
RNN is a class of neural networks with short-term memory capabilities. Van den Oord et al. [11] proposed a pixel RNN model for image repair and achieved good results. However, due to the complexity of the calculation, RNN-based image repair is used in relatively few methods.
The Principle and Research of Criminisi Algorithm
Compared with the inpainting algorithm of partial differential equations with pixels as units, Criminisi algorithm inpainting uses damaged images with image blocks as units, and it can decide the size of the sample block according to needs [24] . By introducing the priority model to calculate the priority of edge pixels, the region with strong texture is repaired first to ensure the integrity of the structure, and, at the same time, the effect of later repair is enhanced effectively. The algorithm has a relatively ideal effect on images with large damaged areas.
For input image I, as shown in Figure 1 , Ω is the area for inpainting, ∂Ω is the boundary line of the area to be repaired, ψ p is the sample block to be repaired centered on point p on ∂Ω, n p is the normal vector of point p, ∇I ⊥ p is the equal illumination line of point p (the line connected by pixel points with the same gray level), and Φ is the area where the information is completed. 
Priority Calculation
In order to ensure the integrity of the image structure to be repaired, the damaged edges need to be repaired first, and the repair order of the pixels at the damaged edges must be determined according to the texture and confidence around the pixels, that is, the priority calculation. Suppose that the pixel with the highest priority in the damaged part is set to p , and the function for calculating the priority is defined as follows:
where  means that two functions are multiplied.   Cp is the average degree of confidence of all pixels in the square area p  with the point p as the center. A greater degree of confidence denotes greater accuracy of the information, that is, priority is given to sample blocks containing more useful information. repair.
 
Dp is a data item, which represents the structural features in p  . Similarly, a larger degree of confidence denotes a stronger linear structure with higher priority, which should be repaired first.
In Equation (2) 
Cp is initialized as follows: 
Priority Calculation
In order to ensure the integrity of the image structure to be repaired, the damaged edges need to be repaired first, and the repair order of the pixels at the damaged edges must be determined according to the texture and confidence around the pixels, that is, the priority calculation. Suppose that the pixel with the highest priority in the damaged part is set to p, and the function for calculating the priority is defined as follows:
where * means that two functions are multiplied. C(p) is the average degree of confidence of all pixels in the square area ψ p with the point p as the center. A greater degree of confidence denotes greater accuracy of the information, that is, priority is given to sample blocks containing more useful information. repair. D(p) is a data item, which represents the structural features in ψ p . Similarly, a larger degree of confidence denotes a stronger linear structure with higher priority, which should be repaired first.
In Equation (2), ψ p is the area of the sample block ψ p for inpainting, and i is the damaged or repaired pixel point in ψ p . In Equation (3), δ is the normalization factor. Since the value of each pixel of a general grayscale image is represented by 8-bit or 1-byte data, the maximum grayscale value is 255; thus, δ= 255, and ∇I ⊥ p is the direction and intensity of the iso-illumination line in the intact image near the point p, that is, the vertical vector of the boundary gradient vector. C(p) is initialized as follows:
Sample Block Matching
The sample block ψp to be repaired with the highest priority is found, and the best matching block ψ q of ψp in the existing region Φ is searched to repair the damaged image region. The above steps are repeated until the search for matching areas is complete. The best match criterion is defined as follows:
Symmetry 2020, 12, 190 5 of 19 where d ψp, ψ q is the sum of the squares of the pixel differences of the position points corresponding to the sample block ψp and the best matching block ψ q to be repaired, which is defined as
In these equations, m and n respectively represent the length and width of the sample block of the defective part of the image, and p ij and q ij in turn correspond to the known pixel values in ψp and ψ q . When the sum of squared differences (SSD) value is the smallest, the corresponding ψ q is the best matching block. As the algorithm iterates, the padding boundary needs to be updated. The specific equation is as follows:
wherep is the pixel with the highest priority, and p is the broken pixel where the block to be repaired ψp and the area to be repaired intersect. The appeal steps are repeated until inpainting is complete. The implementation of the Criminisi algorithm is shown in the Algorithm 1. 
Research Based on Criminisi Algorithm
Reference [25] modified the Criminisi algorithm and used the divergence after image gradient convolution as a data item to construct a structural tensor, which further improved the quality of the repaired image. Aiming at the problem of improper selection of padding blocks in the above method, Reference [26] proposed an image inpainting method with separation priority. The algorithm of separation priority definition was designed based on the ratio of texture information to non-texture information in the image. Experimental results showed that this method can adequately recover the texture information of the image. Reference [27] addressed the problem of sawtooth effects in the repair results and added local feature information to the priority repair model to constrain the repair order of the target blocks. By adding gradient information to reduce the search domain, the time efficiency of repair was improved. For digital face images, Reference [28] introduced the prior knowledge of faces and selected the same face image in the face database as the source area to search for matching blocks to fill the target area to complete the image restoration. In Reference [29] , abundant adaptive atoms were designed from a corpus of various datasets of face images to complete image restoration using an online sparse dictionary learning algorithm to solve the problem of face images missing large areas. This method is based on the global model. The repair task is represented as an inverse problem with sparse generalization. Reference [30] proposed a face repair method based on advanced facial features, using adaptive optimization to balance them, and performing repair on the intrinsic image layer (instead of the RGB (red, green, blue) color space) to process between the target face and the guide face illumination differences, thereby further improving the final visual quality. Reference [31] proposed Symmetry 2020, 12, 190 6 of 19 a method to decompose facial features into skeleton parts and texture parts and obtained sparse coefficients to repair the face image. The results showed that this method can effectively improve the image decomposition accuracy and face image inpainting. These related works provided the premise and basis for the proposal of our algorithm.
Method
In this section, we describe the adaptive face image inpainting algorithm based on feature symmetry in detail. Firstly, we locate the feature points of the face, and segment the face into four feature parts based on the feature point distribution to define the feature search range. Then, we construct a new mathematical model, introduce feature symmetry to improve priority calculation, and increase the reliability of priority calculation. After that, in the process of searching for matching blocks, we accurately locate similar feature blocks according to the relative position and symmetry criteria of the target block and various feature parts of the face. Finally, we introduce the HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) color space to determine the best matching block according to the chroma and brightness of the sample, reduce the repair error, and complete the face image inpainting.
Face Local Feature Area Location
The face local feature area location includes the facial feature point location and identifying facial feature areas.
Facial Feature Point Location
For face image inpainting, based on explicit shape regression (ESR) [32] and facial feature point location, an adaptive window regression method model [33] is used to initially locate the facial feature points. The core of this model includes face shape initialization, adaptive adjustment window stable prediction results, and feature selection based on mutual information correlation calculation. The algorithm flow is shown in Figure 2 . Aiming at the problem of large deviation between the predicted shape and the true shape in the multi-level cascade regression of the ESR algorithm, the adaptive window regression model uses a coarse-to-fine adaptive feature selection method. This model adjusts the length of the feature window in the manner of 1 kk      based on the mean square error of the previous regression. The specific way is to adjust the reduction parameter  to constrain the feature window length  by cascading regression errors. Based on the update method of the feature window, a large window is used for large error results, and a small window is used to dynamically adjust the search window for small errors, so that the prediction result continuously approaches the true value.
After the feature selection iterates N times, N candidate feature points are obtained, and the Aiming at the problem of large deviation between the predicted shape and the true shape in the multi-level cascade regression of the ESR algorithm, the adaptive window regression model uses a coarse-to-fine adaptive feature selection method. This model adjusts the length of the feature window in the manner of α k = α k−1 − λµ based on the mean square error of the previous regression. The specific way is to adjust the reduction parameter λ to constrain the feature window length α by cascading regression errors. Based on the update method of the feature window, a large window is used for large error results, and a small window is used to dynamically adjust the search window for small errors, so that the prediction result continuously approaches the true value.
After the feature selection iterates N times, N candidate feature points are obtained, and the feature points are paired to make N * N pixel differences. In order to avoid the disadvantages of the ESR algorithm when selecting feature points through linear correlation coefficients, the adaptive window regression method model uses a feature selection strategy based on mutual information. Firstly, the information entropy H(µ) of the pixel difference µ and the conditional information entropy I(Y µ) of the positioning residual value Y of the feature point are calculated. Then, according to the mutual information, I(Y µ) is determined between the positioning residual and the pixel difference. R, the most representative pixel difference, is selected using the entropy correlation coefficient ECC(Y µ).
Finally, a regression model of random fern structure with 2 R leaf nodes is constructed based on the R pixel differences.
Identifying Facial Feature Areas
Based on the adaptive window regression model for facial feature point location, preliminary facial feature points are obtained. The set of facial feature points is recorded as
The facial feature point set is further classified into a regional feature point set: S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 , which in turn represents the set of left eyebrow eye feature points 1-11, the right eyebrow eye feature points 12-22, nose feature points 23-31, mouth collection feature points 32-51, and the facial contour feature points 52-68. The feature points in the feature point group are distributed around the feature parts, and the range of the feature parts is determined according to the position information of the feature points. For the set S i , its center point R i (X i , Y i ) is calculated, while X i and Y i can be obtained using the following equation:
where x ij , y ij ∈ S i , and N i is the number of feature points in the set S i . Using the center point R i (X i , Y i ) as the center of the circle, the Euclidean distance from the feature point in the feature set S i to the center of the circle is calculated, and the maximum distance is selected as the maximum radius r i .
where i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The circular area of the maximum radius of the feature part is obtained by using R i as the center and r i as the maximum radius to obtain the feature part area E i of the face image. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3 .
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where 1, 2,3, 4 i  . The circular area of the maximum radius of the feature part is obtained by using i R as the center and i r as the maximum radius to obtain the feature part area i E of the face image.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 3 . 
Calculation of Priority Function Based on Feature Symmetry
The setting of the priority greatly affects the quality and effect of image inpainting. The priority function   Pp is defined as the product of the confidence item   Cp and the data item   Dp.
However, in the actual repair process, the confidence value drops sharply and quickly approached zero, which makes the change trend of the priority in accordance with the change trend of the confidence   Cp, resulting in unreliable calculation of the priority and deviations, which affects the final repair effect. In order to ensure the continuity of the structural information of the restored image, according to the principle of local feature symmetry of the face image [34] , this paper considers the surrounding information of the block to be repaired, introduces the symmetry between the block to be repaired and the neighborhood block, and uses it as the priority calculation. In part, if the neighborhood block shows similar information, then it is an extension of similar features. Therefore, the improved priority calculation formula is shown below. 
The setting of the priority greatly affects the quality and effect of image inpainting. The priority function P(p) is defined as the product of the confidence item C(p) and the data item D(p). However, in the actual repair process, the confidence value drops sharply and quickly approached zero, which makes the change trend of the priority in accordance with the change trend of the confidence C(p), resulting in unreliable calculation of the priority and deviations, which affects the final repair effect. In order to ensure the continuity of the structural information of the restored image, according to the principle of local feature symmetry of the face image [34] , this paper considers the surrounding information of the block to be repaired, introduces the symmetry between the block to be repaired and the neighborhood block, and uses it as the priority calculation. In part, if the neighborhood block shows similar information, then it is an extension of similar features. Therefore, the improved priority calculation formula is shown below.
where α, β, λ is the weighting factor, 0 ≤ α, β, γ ≤ 1 and α + β + γ= 1, and the initial value is set to α= 0.3, β= 0.4, γ= 0.3. E(p) is the symmetry between the block to be repaired and its neighboring block, which is defined as follows:
where N(p) is the domain block, the center point is q , N φ (p) is the intersection area of N(p) and the entire partial area,
Area(N(p)) is the ratio of the known part and domain area in the domain, exp −d ψp, ψ q * PD(p, q) is used to calculate the similarity between the two modules, d ψp, ψ q is the sum of the squares of the pixel differences at the corresponding points between the sample block and the matching block, and PD(p, q) is a penalty function, which is used to reward close-range pixels and punish long-range pixels. According to human visual habits, the adjacent domain is addressed before the more distant areas. The information of the adjacent domain is usually more important. Its calculation formula is shown below.
Symmetry 2020, 12, 190 9 of 19 where x p and x q represent the abscissa of p and q pixels, whereas y p and y q are the ordinate of p and q pixels. By improving the priority formula, the phase field information is fully considered in the repair process, the repair process is more reasonable, and the priority repair order is more reliable.
Adaptive Selection Method of Sample Block Size
For sample block inpainting methods, most use fixed-size sample blocks for inpainting. Even when using the same method, different sample block sizes can lead to completely different visual effects. For regions with simple textures, the information changes between the target block and the surrounding neighborhoods are relatively smooth and similar. Selecting larger sample blocks can greatly reduce the time consumption of the algorithm and speed up the repair process. However, in a texture-rich area, if a larger sample segment is selected, the texture information is more in one sample, which can easily cause inconsistencies in the edge transitions between blocks and block effects. Therefore, it is necessary to change the sample size to meet the needs of different regions.
This method uses an adaptive function to initialize the sample size before the repair process. Firstly, w 0 is used as the standard sample size to calculate the complexity of the sample itself, with dimensions of 9 × 9. The concept of sample sparsity S(p) is then used to represent complexity. It is defined as follows:
where N S (p) is the pixels in the intact area and the sample block ψ p , and ωp ,q is the similarity between the sample block ψp of the image to be repaired and the matching block ψ q to be matched, which is defined as follows:
where Z(p) is a normalization constant used to satisfy q∈N s (p) ω 2 p,q = 1. This paper uses the sum of squared differences (SSD) to calculate the difference between ψp and ψ q . When the value of S(p) is large, it means that ψp does not have symmetry with the surrounding samples; thus, ψp is placed in the edge region. Conversely, the small value of S(p) means that ψp has a high similarity with the surrounding samples, and ψp is placed in a stable region at this time.
In the algorithm of this paper, W m is defined as the size of the matching block selected during the matching process, and W p is defined as the size of the sample block selected during the repair process. Therefore, if the proposed method is repaired in the edge area, for inconsistencies, this article uses large matching blocks in the matching process to obtain more information, and it uses small sample blocks in the repair process to reduce other repairs. If the proposed method repairs the samples in a stable area, a larger repair sample is selected to increase the speed of the repair process.
where p max and P min are the maximum and minimum values of S(p), respectively. Thresholds λ 1 and λ 2 are obtained experimentally, and they were set to 0.55 and 0.15 in the experiments in this paper.
Sample Matching Method Based on HSV Color Space
In order to make up for the limitation whereby matching the sample blocks only from the sum of squares of gray differences is only suitable for the repair of gray images, the algorithm in this paper considers adding relevant parameters in the HSV color space when comparing the sample blocks to compare the sample blocks. The HSV model is derived from the RGB cube model and can be converted from the RGB color space to the HSV color space. The conversion formula mentioned in Reference [24] is adopted. In the HSV model, the hue H of the image is the main judgment of the color, and the brightness V has a greater impact on the visual continuity of the image. Therefore, adding the difference between the hue H and the brightness V when matching the sample blocks can increase the accuracy of the matching. HSD (sum of squared differences of hue) between the image block ψ p to be repaired and the sample block ψ q to be matched is defined as follows:
where S pij and S qij respectively represent the hue in the HSV model of the image block to be repaired and the matched image block at the central pixel point (i, j). In the same way, VSD (sum of squared differences of value) between the image block ψ p to be repaired and the sample block ψ q to be matched is defined as follows:
Before comparing hue and brightness, the corresponding formula needs to be used to convert the picture to the HSV color space; then, the sample blocks are searched and matched in the intact area, and the similarity is determined by calculating the square sum of the difference between the corresponding pixel parameters, such that the color parameters are poor. The values are defined as follows:
where σ 1 and σ 2 are proportional parameter values, which can be changed according to the actual effect, and they are taken as σ 1 = 0.5 and σ 2 = 0.5 in advance. Finally, we can get the improved matching principle, shown below. ψ q = argmin SSD all ψ p , ψ q .
Algorithm Implementation
The implementation process of the algorithm proposed in this paper is as follows:
1. The face image I and the inpainting area Ω are input in the image.
2.
The feature point set is determined by the adaptive window regression model of facial feature point location, and the feature point set is classified as S : S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 , representing the left eyebrow feature area, right eyebrow feature area, nose feature area, mouth feature area, and face contour region, respectively.
3.
The center R i (X i , Y i ) of each set S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 is calculated. The Euclidean distance between the points in S i and R i is calculated, and the maximum radius r i of the circular domain is determined using Equation (8) , where N i represents the number of feature points in S i . Taking R i as the center of the circle and r i as the maximum radius, a circle E i with a maximum radius of the characteristic part is obtained.
4.
The confidence of all pixels in the image Ω to be repaired is initialized according to Equation (4).
5.
The highest-priority weight is obtained by Equation (9) and filled in the boundary of the area to be repaired.
6.
The sizes of the sample block and the matching block are adaptively selected according to Equations (15)-(18).
7.
According to the matching principle of Equation (22), multiple parameters are used to find the sample block with the highest symmetry. 8.
The boundary information of the repaired area is updated, and the confidence of the pixel values of the image is updated. The confidence of the pixels in the repaired area is mainly updated, and then the next pixel is prepared for inpainting. Steps (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) are repeated until the face image is repaired. 9.
The face image is output after inpainting is accomplished.
Experiments and Results
In this section, we introduce the methods and results in our experiments. For the experimental results, we try to compare and analyze the overall structural information and local texture features of the inpainting face image.
Experimental Method and Environment
The algorithm proposed in this paper and the comparative face image restoration algorithm experiments were implemented in MATLAB simulation software. The experimental environment configuration is shown in Table 1 . The experimental image was a 512 × 512 face image extracted from the original photo, and a mask was artificially added to the facial feature part of the experimental image to simulate a damaged face image. The effect is shown in Figure 4 . 8. The boundary information of the repaired area is updated, and the confidence of the pixel values of the image is updated. The confidence of the pixels in the repaired area is mainly updated, and then the next pixel is prepared for inpainting. Steps (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) are repeated until the face image is repaired. 9. The face image is output after inpainting is accomplished.
Experiments and Results
Experimental Method and Environment
The algorithm proposed in this paper and the comparative face image restoration algorithm experiments were implemented in MATLAB simulation software. The experimental environment configuration is shown in Table 1 . The experimental image was a 512 × 512 face image extracted from the original photo, and a mask was artificially added to the facial feature part of the experimental image to simulate a damaged face image. The effect is shown in Figure 4 . 
Result
The experimental results were used to compare our algorithm with the methods proposed in References [17, [29] [30] [31] , and the repair effect of some damaged face images is shown in Figure 5 . From the perspective of visual effects, the effectiveness of our algorithm in reducing the structural connectivity and global consistency of feature parts of the inpainting face image was better than the methods in References [17, [29] [30] [31] . Among them, References [30, 31] consider the distribution characteristics of the image structure, and the inpainting results were better than those of References [17, 29] . The experimental results of inpainting the characteristic parts of faces 1 and 5 in Figure 6 show that References [17, 29] failed when inpainting the structural features, and there were even cases 
The experimental results were used to compare our algorithm with the methods proposed in References [17, [29] [30] [31] , and the repair effect of some damaged face images is shown in Figure 5 . From the perspective of visual effects, the effectiveness of our algorithm in reducing the structural connectivity and global consistency of feature parts of the inpainting face image was better than the methods in References [17, [29] [30] [31] . Among them, References [30, 31] consider the distribution characteristics of the image structure, and the inpainting results were better than those of References [17, 29] . The experimental results of inpainting the characteristic parts of faces 1 and 5 in Figure 6 show that References [17, 29] failed when inpainting the structural features, and there were even cases where other characteristic parts were copied to the target block, and the inpainting results had obvious structural inconsistencies. Reference [17] Reference [29] Reference [30] Reference [31] Our method Figure 6 . Comparison results of facial feature restoration details.
In order to observe and compare the detailed features of the face after inpainting, the results of the repaired eyebrows of face 3 were enlarged, as shown in Figure 6 . In the process of inpainting eyebrows, the method in References [17, 30] filled the target area with the hair part as a matching block. References [29, 31] failed to completely repair the shape of the feature part. However, the adaptive priority model proposed by this paper took into account the symmetry information of the local facial features and repaired the eyebrow shape. At the same time, the search domain for matching blocks was limited, and the matching block found was the eyebrow part. Therefore, the inpainting effect was better than the contrast algorithm in the experiment.
Discussion
In this section, we discuss the experimental results using objective evaluation methods. In addition, we try to discuss and compare the GAN face image inpainting methods based on deep learning.
Discussion on the Validity of Our Algorithm
In order to objectively discuss and analyze the face image inpainting effect of our algorithm, we used the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) to compare and evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm [35] [36] [37] . The evaluation indicators are defined as follows: For the face inpainting results in Figure 5 , the PSNR and SSIM of each algorithm were statistically tested, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 7 . Through comparison, it can be found that the PSNR value of the inpainting results of our method performed best in five images, with values 0.591-5.898 dB higher than the comparison methods. In terms of structural similarity, the SSIM value of the algorithm in this paper could reach a maximum of 0.961. Discussion and analysis using objective review indicators scientifically proved that the algorithm proposed in this paper has certain advantages in face image inpainting. Table 2 . Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) value comparison data (unit: dB).
Algorithms
Face 1 Face 2 Face 3 Face 4 Face 5 In order to observe and compare the detailed features of the face after inpainting, the results of the repaired eyebrows of face 3 were enlarged, as shown in Figure 6 . In the process of inpainting eyebrows, the method in References [17, 30] filled the target area with the hair part as a matching block. References [29, 31] failed to completely repair the shape of the feature part. However, the adaptive priority model proposed by this paper took into account the symmetry information of the local facial features and repaired the eyebrow shape. At the same time, the search domain for matching blocks was limited, and the matching block found was the eyebrow part. Therefore, the inpainting effect was better than the contrast algorithm in the experiment.
Discussion
Discussion on the Validity of Our Algorithm
In order to objectively discuss and analyze the face image inpainting effect of our algorithm, we used the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) to compare and evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm [35] [36] [37] . The evaluation indicators are defined as follows:
In Equation (24), MSE is the mean square error of the contrast image, W × H is the image size, I andÎ are the original image and the restored image, and l(x), c(x), s(x) are the brightness, contrast, and structure comparison function, respectively. A larger PSNR value denotes a higher similarity of the two images. SSIM ∈ (0, 1); as its value approaches 1, structural features of the two pictures become closer.
For the face inpainting results in Figure 5 , the PSNR and SSIM of each algorithm were statistically tested, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 7 . Through comparison, it can be found that the PSNR value of the inpainting results of our method performed best in five images, with values 0.591-5.898 dB higher than the comparison methods. In terms of structural similarity, the SSIM value of the algorithm in this paper could reach a maximum of 0.961. Discussion and analysis using objective review indicators scientifically proved that the algorithm proposed in this paper has certain advantages in face image inpainting. In addition, in the experiment, we calculated the PSNR values of each algorithm when repairing 100 damaged face images, and the experimental results of 100 face images are shown in Figure 8 . For the PSNR value when 100 face inpainting images, there were only five face images with performance lower than the comparison methods. The average PSNR values of References [17, [29] [30] [31] in the comparison experiment were 32.916 dB, 33.631 dB, 35.074 dB, and 35.811 dB, and the average PSNR value of our algorithm was 38.692 dB. Compared with the comparison algorithm, the PSNR was improved by 2.881-5.776 dB, which further demonstrates the effectiveness of the algorithm in this paper.
(a) 1st to 50th face images In addition, in the experiment, we calculated the PSNR values of each algorithm when repairing 100 damaged face images, and the experimental results of 100 face images are shown in Figure 8 . For the PSNR value when 100 face inpainting images, there were only five face images with performance lower than the comparison methods. The average PSNR values of References [17, [29] [30] [31] in the comparison experiment were 32.916 dB, 33.631 dB, 35.074 dB, and 35.811 dB, and the average PSNR value of our algorithm was 38.692 dB. Compared with the comparison algorithm, the PSNR was improved by 2.881-5.776 dB, which further demonstrates the effectiveness of the algorithm in this paper. In addition, in the experiment, we calculated the PSNR values of each algorithm when repairing 100 damaged face images, and the experimental results of 100 face images are shown in Figure 8 . For the PSNR value when 100 face inpainting images, there were only five face images with performance lower than the comparison methods. The average PSNR values of References [17, [29] [30] [31] in the comparison experiment were 32.916 dB, 33.631 dB, 35.074 dB, and 35.811 dB, and the average PSNR value of our algorithm was 38.692 dB. Compared with the comparison algorithm, the PSNR was improved by 2.881-5.776 dB, which further demonstrates the effectiveness of the algorithm in this paper.
(a) 1st to 50th face images 
Discussion on the Efficiency of Our Algorithm
Compared with the reference methods using a global search scheme, our method searches in a large circular area of feature parts when searching for matching blocks; thus, it has an absolute advantage in terms of time consumption. In order to objectively verify the time superiority of our method, the time consumption of each experiment in Figure 5 is shown in Table 3 . As can be seen from the table, the time consumption of the repair method was closely related to the image size and the number of broken pixels. Reference [31] consumed the most time, because this method needs to decompose the face image into the skeleton part and the texture part to obtain the sparse coefficient to repair the face image, which increases the time consumption of the algorithm. The method of Reference [30] uses the adaptive optimization method to estimate the balance of the repaired area; thus, the experiment time is relatively better than the methods of References [17, 29, 31] . Our method firstly locates the feature area of the face, then reduces the search range of the local matching block, and adaptively repairs the damaged area of the face image based on the symmetry of the local feature of the face, which results in accurate inpainting of the target domain, as well as a shortened inpainting time. In 100 face image inpainting comparison experiments, we used the time required for inpainting a unit pixel to represent the concept of inpainting efficiency. The calculation method is shown in Equation (26) , where i is the face image, i T is the time taken for inpainting the face image, and i Pixel is the pixel value in the face image that needs inpainting, with units of ms/dpi. The experimental results are shown in Table 4 ; our algorithm improved the results by 35%, 22%, 12%, and 49%, respectively, compared to References [10, [16] [17] [18] , thereby explaining to a certain extent that our algorithm has certain advantages in face image inpainting efficiency. 
Compared with the reference methods using a global search scheme, our method searches in a large circular area of feature parts when searching for matching blocks; thus, it has an absolute advantage in terms of time consumption. In order to objectively verify the time superiority of our method, the time consumption of each experiment in Figure 5 is shown in Table 3 . As can be seen from the table, the time consumption of the repair method was closely related to the image size and the number of broken pixels. Reference [31] consumed the most time, because this method needs to decompose the face image into the skeleton part and the texture part to obtain the sparse coefficient to repair the face image, which increases the time consumption of the algorithm. The method of Reference [30] uses the adaptive optimization method to estimate the balance of the repaired area; thus, the experiment time is relatively better than the methods of References [17, 29, 31] . Our method firstly locates the feature area of the face, then reduces the search range of the local matching block, and adaptively repairs the damaged area of the face image based on the symmetry of the local feature of the face, which results in accurate inpainting of the target domain, as well as a shortened inpainting time. In 100 face image inpainting comparison experiments, we used the time required for inpainting a unit pixel to represent the concept of inpainting efficiency. The calculation method is shown in Equation (26), where i is the face image, T i is the time taken for inpainting the face image, and Pixel i is the pixel value in the face image that needs inpainting, with units of ms/dpi. The experimental results are shown in Table 4 ; our algorithm improved the results by 35%, 22%, 12%, and 49%, respectively, compared to References [10, [16] [17] [18] , thereby explaining to a certain extent that our algorithm has certain advantages in face image inpainting efficiency. When a face image contains large defect areas, especially when the local feature information of the face is completely lost, the face image inpainting algorithm based on graphics struggles to achieve a good inpainting effect. With the development of machine learning, especially the emergence of the generative adversary network (GAN), a face image inpainting algorithm based on deep learning can effectively solve the above problems. We carried out an experimental comparison between our method and the GAN method (Reference [19] ) for face image repair with large areas of missing features, the face image inpainting results are shown in Figure 9 . Because our algorithm improves the face image inpainting algorithm based on graphics and introduces feature symmetry, when inpainting a face image with missing local feature information, it was impossible to correctly obtain similar feature matching blocks to fill in the missing region, and the surrounding skin features were incorrectly selected to fill the missing region of the face image. Therefore, it is shown that the improved method based on feature symmetry in this paper still cannot overcome the shortcomings of face inpainting algorithms based on graphics that cannot obtain high-level structural features and semantic information of large areas of missing feature information during face image inpainting. The face image inpainting method based on deep learning uses a trained GAN model to generate an image closest to the non-missing part of the original image, and uses part of the GAN loss function to train the discriminator as the prior loss. Visually, it guarantees the authenticity of the face image. However, whether the missing features of the face image generated by GAN are consistent with the original features and can be gradually applied to fields such as face recognition is an academic issue worthy of discussion. 
Discussion on the Comparison with GAN
When a face image contains large defect areas, especially when the local feature information of the face is completely lost, the face image inpainting algorithm based on graphics struggles to achieve a good inpainting effect. With the development of machine learning, especially the emergence of the generative adversary network (GAN), a face image inpainting algorithm based on deep learning can effectively solve the above problems. We carried out an experimental comparison between our method and the GAN method (Reference [19] ) for face image repair with large areas of missing features, the face image inpainting results are shown in Figure 9 . Because our algorithm improves the face image inpainting algorithm based on graphics and introduces feature symmetry, when inpainting a face image with missing local feature information, it was impossible to correctly obtain similar feature matching blocks to fill in the missing region, and the surrounding skin features were incorrectly selected to fill the missing region of the face image. Therefore, it is shown that the improved method based on feature symmetry in this paper still cannot overcome the shortcomings of face inpainting algorithms based on graphics that cannot obtain high-level structural features and semantic information of large areas of missing feature information during face image inpainting. The face image inpainting method based on deep learning uses a trained GAN model to generate an image closest to the non-missing part of the original image, and uses part of the GAN loss function to train the discriminator as the prior loss. Visually, it guarantees the authenticity of the face image. However, whether the missing features of the face image generated by GAN are consistent with the original features and can be gradually applied to fields such as face recognition is an academic issue worthy of discussion.
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Masked image Reference [19] Our method Figure 9 . Comparison results of our method and Reference [19] (these face images were taken from Reference [19] ).
Conclusions
Because the traditional image restoration algorithm has certain flaws in the calculation of the priority value, when performing face image inpainting for facial images with weak texture structure features, the methods based on sample block texture synthesis to restore face images often have Figure 9 . Comparison results of our method and Reference [19] (these face images were taken from Reference [19] ).
Because the traditional image restoration algorithm has certain flaws in the calculation of the priority value, when performing face image inpainting for facial images with weak texture structure features, the methods based on sample block texture synthesis to restore face images often have structural disconnection and irrational filling, which greatly affects the visual effect of the face image. Therefore, this paper proposed an adaptive face image inpainting algorithm based on feature symmetry. Firstly, we locate the feature points of the face, and then segment the face into four feature parts based on the feature point distribution to define the feature search range. Then, we construct a new mathematical model, introduce feature symmetry to improve priority calculation, and increase the reliability of priority calculation. After that, in the process of searching for matching blocks, we accurately locate similar feature blocks according to the relative position and symmetry criteria of the target block and various feature parts of the face. Finally, we introduce the HSV color space to determine the best matching block according to the chroma and brightness of the sample, reduce the repair error, and complete the face image inpainting.
In order to objectively evaluate the inpainting effect of our algorithm, we compared it with the methods of References [17, [29] [30] [31] , and used peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structure similarity (SSIM) to compare and evaluate the effectiveness of these algorithms. The experimental results show that the face image inpainting using our algorithm retained the face structure, and the visual observation was close to the real face features. From the experimental data, for the five face repair images in this paper, the values of PSNR and SSIM of our algorithm were optimal. After inpainting 100 face images, the average PSNR of our method improved by 2.881-5.776 dB compared to the comparison methods. It was proven by experiments that the algorithm in this paper had the shortest time to repair the same damaged face image. When inpainting a damaged pixel area of the same size in a face image, our algorithm took less time than the comparison algorithms. After comprehensive discussion and objective analysis, were proved the effectiveness and superiority of the adaptive face image inpainting algorithm based on feature symmetry proposed in this paper.
In addition, in the comparison with face image inpainting based on deep learning, we found that the improved algorithm in this paper struggled to overcome the shortcomings of the face inpainting based on graphics. Therefore, in future work, we intend to introduce the principle of feature symmetry to deep learning methods, and build a generative adversarial network based on feature symmetry for face image inpainting, so as to retain as much face feature information as possible to meet the needs of face recognition when inpainting large areas of face damage images.
